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501 Vacuum Pump Lubricant sae 10

502 Press Lubricant sae 20

503 Press Lubricant sae 30

505 Lubripress Grease

266 Off Duty Roller Lubricant

Printing equipment is expensive,
presses and cutters especially can
run into the tens and hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Repair and
replacement costs can be minimized
by keeping the machines well lubri -
cated. A well oiled and greased
machine experiences less wear on
moving parts, needs repaired less
often, thereby saving you money.
Hurst offers proper lubricants for the
many needs of printshop machinery.

Hurst Graphics

501 VACUUM PUMP LUBRICANT SAE 10
A ten-weight oil formulated for use in vacuum pumps. Keep your air
pumps in tip top shape with our lightweight oil.

502/503 PRESS LUBRICANTS SAE 20 & 30
These dripless oils are made from specially selected vacuum distilled oils
with cohesive properties that cause them to cling to press parts and
bearings with minimal flying and dripping. Press noise is minimized by
these oils' adhesion to moving parts. They are designed to lubricate in
the presence of moisture and to protect against damage by moisture. In
addition to working on machine parts and bearings, Hurst dripless oils
may be used on any machine where tackiness is desired, reducing wear
and friction with their continuous clinging to moving surfaces. They are
compounded to give resistance to oxidation, low pour point and have low
carbon forming tendencies. Available in 20 and 30 weight.

505 LUBRIPRESS GREASE
A lithium based grease for use in a grease gun designed for injecting
grease into fittings on presses and cutters, or by caulking gun for applica-
tion to gears and other external parts.

PACKAGING
Hurst oils are available in metal gallon cans, Lubripress Grease in handy
cartridges to fit caulking guns.
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Press Lubricants
A Quality Line of Lubrication for the Pressroom


